IMS Technical Symposium
Part of the IBM Z Technical University

We are excited to announce the 2019 IMS Technical Symposium!

Join us in Berlin, Germany to build your IMS expertise, renew your technical and professional relationships, and participate in the only full-week educational opportunity for IMS.

By joining the IBM Z Technical University, the IMS Technical Symposium gives you access to additional topics, labs, and sessions relevant to your job requirements and experience. This includes sessions on IBM z14 hardware, storage, the z/OS operating system, and middleware solutions such as z/OS Connect Enterprise Edition, CICS, Db2, Tools, and much more.

Exclusive track within the IBM Z Technical University
May 20 - 24
Berlin, Germany

In the digital transformation era, understanding and mastering how IMS applications and data support new business requirements is key.
IMS Technical Sessions

Keynote and General Sessions

- Keynote: IMS Trends and Directions
- Catch Up with the Latest IMS Offerings: IMS 14 and IMS 15
- IBM IMS Tools - What's New
- The 4 Paths to Digital Transformation in IMS
- IMS, Your Usage versus the IBM Vision after 50 Years
- Customer Experiences Managing the IMS Subsystem

Data and Database related sessions

- Working with IMS Catalog
- The ABCs of IMS-Managed ACBs: The IMS Catalog
- Understanding IMS Database Performance
- IMS HALDB - From Basic to Mastery
- Configuring and Tuning IMS for Java and Open Access
**IMS Technical Sessions**

**Systems Management and Configuration**
- ZOWE, API, and More for System Administration & Management
- Add Analytics Capabilities to Your IT Operations Processes around IMS
- IMS Performance Analyzer (PA) for Newbies - Building a Basic Report Set
- Making It Difficult for IMS Problems to Hide
- IMS Continuous Delivery: What to Expect
- Continuous Availability and the Shrinking Batch Window (BMP Migration)
- Integration Security: Are IMS Z Assets Safe in a Cloud and Mobile World?

**Transactions, Applications, Connectivity**
- New Possibilities for API Development with IBM IMS and z/OS Connect
- IMS & Db2: A Winning Combination for Your Business Apps
- From 3270 to API - Yes, Customer, Do It!
- Customer Stories on IMS Asset Modernization with Java
- Get with the Program: Understanding what IMS Applications

**IMS Hands on Labs**
- IMS Buffet of Labs: Choose from ALL IMS Labs in One Session!
Brought to you by these members of the worldwide IBM IMS Team

For more information or to register:

→ 2019 IBM Systems Technical University web site

→ Register now for TechU

→ IMS Symposium Agenda with Abstracts
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